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fig-a
Singapore One North Masterplan - Conceptual Drawing: Lines and Hubs

© Zaha Hadid Architects, 2001

The fifty core years of architectural modernism, from
1925 to 1975, were also the golden era of urbanism.

During this period the advanced industrial nations
urbanized on a massive scale. This was also the era

of Fordism, i.e. the era of mechanical mass production

and the era of the planned/mixed economy.
The state dominated much of the city building via big

public investments such as infrastructure, social

housing, schools, hospitals and universities. This

made large scale, long-term physical planning possible.

In Western Europe energy, utilities, broadcasting,

railways, as well as many large-scale industries had

been nationalized. This further enhanced the feasibility

of large scale, long-term urban planning. The

most congenial societal context for modernist urbanism

existed within the socialist block with its centrally
planned economy. Socialism delivered the logical
conclusion of the tendencies of the era, rolling out its

technological achievements in a predictable, centrally

planned manner, literally delivering the uniform
consumption standard made possible by Fordist mass
production to every member of society.
Consequently, we find the fullest expression of modernist
urbanism in the Eastern Block. Civilization evolved

further. The crisis of Fordism, Post-fordist restructuring,

the neo-liberal turn in economic policy (privatization,

deregulation), and the collapse of the Eastern

Block system all coincide with the crisis of modernism

in architecture and urbanism. The long accumulated

expertise of modern architecture was bankrupt.
Postmodernism, Deconstructivism and Folding
prepared the ground for Parametricism but did not
deliver viable, generalizable strategies for the

re-emergence of urbanism. The ongoing, global
urban expansion had to proceed without the guidance

of the discipline. In the meantime Parametricism

developed viable (but yet barely tested) strategies

under the banner of «Parametric Urbanism».



Parametricism is ready to be pushed into the
mainstream, to finally allow the avant-garde design
research of the last twenty years to impact the global
built environment, just like Modernism did in the
20th century. A part of this broader mission is the
task to push parametric urbanism forward as urban-
ism's chance to re-emerge as a viable alternative to
the prevailing, spontaneous «garbage spill> mode of
urban development. The computational, organizational

and compositional resources of parametric
urbanism have matured to the point where urban
visions can be rendered that compel by projecting
the richness of contemporary life processes into a

complex variegated urban order that produces urban
identities. However, the question arises whether
these urban visions are realistic. Can parametric
urbanism go mainstream? The question might be
posed whether the degree of order that parametric
urbanism aspires to can be sustained within the
contemporary dynamic and unpredictable societal
environment.

This question can be generalized: Is urbanism at all
possible in the face of free market dynamism? If we
approach this question on the basis of the empirical
evidence of the last thirty years - that is since the
neo-liberal turn in the world economy - the answer
is decisively negative. About thirty years ago, modern
urbanism vanished. The developmental focus
switched to the revitalization and refurbishment of
historical centres. When urban expansion returned it
took the form of the above mentioned «garbage spill>

mode of urban development. This laissez-faire mode
of urban expansion produced everywhere a disorienting

visual chaos, an isotropic «white noise> without
the chance to create urban identities. Although this
result is dissatisfying, it makes no sense for architects

to attack the neo-liberal turn and call for state
intervention to rescue urbanism. The unleashing of
market forces cannot be reversed. The regime of
Fordism/socialism that delivered the living
standards of the 1970s cannot deliver 21st century
productivity and living standards. The task of architectural

discourse is to reinvent and re-adapt
architecture and urbanism under progressing societal

(socio-economic, technological and political)
conditions, rather than demanding the reversal of
socio-economic and political developments.

If urbanism was premised on top down planning
within a planned/mixed economy, can it continue to
exist or re-emerge in the absence of planning, within

a society that allows for the free play of market
forces? In short, the question is: Can there be a free
market urbanism, an urbanism without planning? We

are moving here from the empirical domain into the
domain of theoretical speculation: Can there be a

bottom up urbanism that produces urban order,
coherence and urban identity without planning? The
thesis of this paper states that this is becoming
possible today. What is required here is first of all a

hegemonic style, and moreover a style that is able to
deliver a legible order via local rules, without imposing

an overarching global order.

The discussion of this question might be structured
along the lines of architecture's lead distinction of
form versus function, i.e. the question has both a

functional and a formal dimension and ultimately
concerns the establishment of systematic relations
between forms and functions. The functional side of
urban order concerns the efficient spatial ordering
of society's diverse programs and manifold activities.

Modern planning handled this task via land use
plans adhering to the principle of mono-functional
zoning. Post-modern planning - to the extent that
planning still exists - preferred mixed-use zoning. In
both cases it is the state authorities that impose the
programmatic order of the city. The question arises
here whether the state authorities have the relevant
information and sufficient information processing
capacity to make rational, efficient decisions about
the allocation of land resources. The same historical
experience that casts doubt on the ability of central
planning to deliver an efficient allocation of
economic resources in general casts doubt in the
particular case of the allocation of land resources. The
increasing social complexity and dynamism of
Post-fordist network society poses an insurmountable

complexity barrier for all central-planning
efforts.1 This complexity barrier cannot be
conquered by ramping up demographic research and
economic forecasting.2 Instead, the assumption
promoted here is that the market - unencumbered by
land use constraints - effects a more efficient
allocation, allocating each parcel of land to its most
highly valued uses. Perhaps society should allow
the market to discover the most productive mix and
arrangement of land uses, a distribution that
garners synergies3 and maximizes overall value. The
market process is an evolutionary process that
operates via mutation (trial and error), selection and
reproduction. It is self-correcting, self-regulating,
leading to a self-organized order. Thus we might



presume that the land use allocation and thus the
programmatic dimension of the urban and architectural

order are to be determined by architecture's
private clients.4

The precise spatial organization and morphological
articulation of the urban order is the task of
architecture. With the demise of modernism the architectural

means of organization and articulation have

proliferated and a pluralism of styles has replaced
the coherence of Modernism, including Postmodernism,

Late (High Tech) Modernism, Neo-classi-
cism, Deconstructivism, Minimalism etc. This
proliferation of architectural means of organization and

articulation was initially a step forward in comparison

to the relative poverty of the means of Modernism.

The relative monotony of the Modernist city is

no longer an adequate expression of the diversity,
complexity and dynamism of contemporary, metropolitan

society. However, the increase in versatility
implied a loss of legible order. This proliferation of
styles, together with the liberalisation of planning
rules like FAR (Floor Area Ratio) and height limits,
produced the «garbage spill» mode of development
described above. To the extent that the current
pluralism of styles contributes to the lack of urban
order and identity we might presume that a new

hegemonic global style might alleviate this current
condition of visual chaos. But this is not all. I would
like to argue that neither a hegemonic Postmodern- §

ism, nor a hegemonic Deconstructivism could
overcome the visual chaos that allows the proliferation
of differences to collapse into global sameness
(«white noise»). Both Postmodernism and
Deconstructivism operate via collage, i.e. via the
unconstrained agglomeration of differences. Only Para-
metricism has the capacity to combine an increase
in complexity with a simultaneous increase in order,
via the principles of lawful differentiation and the
systematic correlation. As indicated above, my
theoretical assumption here is that the free market in

land resources produces a global programmatic
order with meaningful and efficient distributions and

adjacencies. However, this programmatic order is

invisible, hidden within the visual chaos generated
by the unconstrained pluralism of styles and the
collage process of architectural composition. Under the
auspices of Parametricism a spatio-morphological
visual order that is able to reveal and articulate the
underlying programmatic order emerges through
the rigorous (computationally operationalized)
application of parametric rules that systematically
map positional and morphological differences and
similitudes onto programmatic differences and



similitudes.5 Or where morphological differentiation
of the urban fabric is initially just a speculative

§ (non-specific) diversification of the urban offering
(e.g. the size differentiation of urban blocks in Zaha
Hadid Architects' One North master-plan in Singapore),

its differential take up within the development
market and finally its differential appropriation in the
end-user market creates a post facto mapping of
programme to form. Whether prospectively or
retrospectively programmed, the navigable formal law of
differentiation will make the programmatic differentiation

navigable, at least to the extent that the
positional and morphological differences make a difference

in systematically biasing the final
programmatic designation/appropriation.

Master planning continues to exist on the level of
large private land holdings that are gathered via

market processes in order to realize and capitalize
the potential positional synergies that are inherent
in urban renewal and development. The parametric
set up of such private master plans implies that any
marketed product mix remains provisional and can
be re-calibrated during the design process that
coincides with the pre-sale and pre-letting process.
As such developments are usually phased, this
re-calibration process can continue during construc¬

tion. Moreover, it is most important to note that the
order envisioned within the paradigm of Parametri-
cism does not rely on overarching figures of order
that need to be completed in order to become effective,

as was the case with Baroque or Beaux Arts
master plans, neither does Parametricist order rely
on the uniform repetition of patterns as Modernist
urbanism does. In contrast to Baroque or Beaux
Arts master plans, Parametricist compositions are
inherently open-ended (incomplete) compositions.
Their order is relational rather than geometric. They
establish order and orientation via the lawful
differentiation of fields, via vectors of transformation, as
well as via contextual affiliations and subsystem
correlations. This neither requires the completion of
a figure, nor - in contrast to Modernist master plans
- the uniform repetition of a pattern. There are
always many (in principle infinitely many) creative

ways to transform, to affiliate, to correlate. The paradigm

delivers an unprecedented versatility. However,

this does not imply that anything goes as in

the garbage can mode of agglomeration. The
heuristic principles (taboos and dogmas) of Parametri-
cism are to be adhered to at any moment, with
respect to any design move or design decision. The

design process explores a radically constrained
design world, the design world of Parametricism.



However, this design world is in itself already an

infinitely rich universe of new possibilities. Thus we
can afford to exclude some (already explored)
regions of the totality of design possibilities, and yet
remain super flexible and versatile in our responses
to the dynamism of market forces. Only under this
condition - under the condition of a hegemonic
architectural paradigm and style - can the discipline
ascertain that a flexible, dynamic, robust and legible
urban order (with many unique local identities) has

a chance to emerge against the prevailing global
default condition of the garbage can mode of urban
development. Such a hegemonic style cannot be

prescribed top down. It can only emerge bottom up
within the discourse of architecture. The efforts of

many creative hands and voices must converge to
make this happen. Such a convergence of creative
forces is already happening in the avant-garde. The
task is now to push Parametricism into the
mainstream, to allow the autopoiesis of architecture to
once more impact the global built environment.

A first glimpse of this impact can be witnessed in

Singapore, on account of the One North master
plan designed by Zaha Hadid Architects in 2001.
This master plan continues to evolve and adapt as
execution proceeds. It should be evident that a

strong urban identity is being forged here. The
scheme draws the diverse, pre-existing urban
contexts into a new, continuously differentiated order.
All incoming roads are taken up into a soft grid that
mediates the otherwise incongruent urban
directionalitys of the context. The contextual affiliations
and continuities with the different adjacent urban

patterns as well as the (initially non-specific) internal

differentiation of the urban fabric result in field
logics that can be navigated along legible vectors
of transformation. The correlation of block heights
with plot sizes turns the urban elevation into a legible

graph of the distribution of spatial depths. This
complex, variegated order remains open to
parametric re-calibrations in response to shifting market
demands without corrupting its relational ordering
logic. Its order is robust and inherently open ended,
without ever losing its unmistakeable identity. This
is a master plan without an ultimate end state. The

particularities of its future states remain unpredictable.

But as long as the participating architects
adhere to its abstract relational principles and buy
into its heuristics of forging continuities and
correlations, a strong urban order and identity survives
as it evolves.

1 It was Friedrich von Hayek who first understood the economic
problem (the problem ofefficient resource allocation) as a

problem ofknowledge utilization and information processing.
Hayek writes: «In ordinary language we describe by the word

'planning' the complex of interrelated decisions about the
allocation of our available resources. All economic activity
is in this sense planning; and in any society in which many
people collaborate, this planning, whoever does it, will in some

measure have to be based on knowledge which, in the first
instance, is not given to the planner but to somebody else, which
somehow will have to be conveyed to the planner. The various

ways in which the knowledge on which people base their plans
is communicated to them is the crucial problem for any theory
explaining the economic process, and the problem ofwhat is

the best way ofutilizing knowledge initially dispersed among
all the people.» See: Hayek, F. A., The Use ofKnowledge in
Society, American Economic Review, XXXV(4): 519-30,1945

2 Of course investors get it wrong too sometimes but many more
eyes are on the ball and mistakes are corrected quickly via the

signalling of the profit and loss system.
3 As example might serve a hot dog stand in front of a cinema

entrance. The opposite of positive synergies - namely negative
externalities - can also be solved via market processes, i.e.
via a trading of externalities, as long as property rights are

clearly defined. For example if a hot dog stand is considered
a nuisance that distract from the cinema experience then the
cinema owner might buy the property of the hot dog seller.

4 These clients might give their architects a certain leeway
in suggesting the micro-distribution of the programmatic
elements within a given project briefor master-plan, albeit
usually in close collaboration with the client's marketing
department.

5 The author has elaborated this in his theory ofparametric
semiology. See: Patrik Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of
Architecture, V0I.2, A New Agenda for Architecture, John Wiley &

Sons, London 2012.
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